Environmental criminological theory is well-developed [1,2] but analytical techniques to explore and model crime incidents are lagging behind. Due to the emergence and accumulation of a wide range of environmental data [3] , volunteered geographic information [4] , unstructured textual information [5] , and (big) statistical data [6], among others, it is of particular relevance to keep pace with these developments and make use of such spatial and temporal data. The integration of such data is highly relevant for space-time crime analytics, potentially providing new insight into local crime hotspots supporting law enforcements to combat crime.
the guest editors made the decision whether or not the revised manuscript was fit for publication. In March 2017, seven papers out of ten were accepted and are now included in this Special Issue.
The present Special Issue is compiled of the following papers: Using Swedish residential burglaries data, Boldt and Borg [14] proposed a novel temporal analysis method to approximate offense times for residential burglaries and cross-compared it with existing aoristic methods. The paper by Glasner and Leitner [15] was dedicated to repeat victimization through street robberies between 2009 and 2013 in Vienna, Austria, utilizing geovisualization coupled with spatial and temporal analyses. Promoting a rich set of spatial econometrics models, Mburu and Bakillah [16] assessed the burglary risk for Greater London, UK. Complementing their global regression, Du and Law [17] explored the spatially heterogeneous associations between vegetation and transportation networks on crime in Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada, by means of geographically weighted regressions. Sypion-Dutkowska and Leitner [18] investigated how land use influences the spatial distribution of different crime types in Szczecin, Poland, using standard geospatial analyses. Finally, two papers documented the strengths of the Bayesian modeling paradigm for spatial and spatiotemporal criminology. Marco et al. [19] employed Bayesian spatial modeling to test neighborhood characteristics on drug-related police interventions in Valencia, Spain. Using Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation, Luan et al. [20] modeled call-for-service data in the Waterloo region (Canada) whereas space-time interactions are explicitly taken into account at a small-area level.
Taken together, what these papers in this Special Issue have demonstrated is that spatial data analyses are already an established approach. While for point patterns space-time analyses are accepted, explicit space-time regressions are on the rise but are still in their infancy. As crime patterns are inherently dynamic and are affected by space-time varying risk and protective factors, we believe that these models have huge potential to increase our understanding of crime across space and over time. Somehow unexpected, even though this Special Issue only shows a limited view of the field, it became evident that computational methods such as agent-based simulation, data mining, or machine learning are still not wide-spread for crime analytics. In this respect, we still see the urgent need that crime research should adopt and consider such computational techniques successfully applied in other disciplines. Work in this direction seems to be a great promise for future research.
